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Abstract
In this paper, we consider network transmissions over a single or multiple parallel two-hop lossy paths. These
scenarios occur in applications such as sensor networks or WiFi offloading. Random linear network coding (RLNC),
where previously received packets are re-encoded at intermediate nodes and forwarded, is known to be a
capacity-achieving approach for these networks. However, a major drawback of RLNC is its high encoding and
decoding complexity. In this work, a systematic network coding method is proposed. We show through both analysis
and simulation that the proposed method achieves higher end-to-end rate as well as lower computational cost than
RLNC for finite field sizes and finite-sized packet transmissions.
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1 Introduction
Multi-path multi-hop transmission is commonly seen in
many communication scenarios, where one or more inter-
mediate nodes may connect the source and destination
nodes along a single path and multiple such paths may
exist in parallel. Network coding [1–3] can be beneficial in
such scenarios. When packets pass through lossy multi-
hop links, if intermediate nodes re-encode packets with
previously received ones, coding can achieve themax-flow
capacities of the links [4] and therefore improve the end-
to-end transmission rate while offering protection against
erasures. Importantly, this improvement is achieved with-
out the need of either acknowledgements between nodes
or estimation of link qualities. Random linear network
coding (RLNC) [5], in which the re-encoded packets are
random linear combinations of packets received at the
intermediate node, can achieve this in a distributed man-
ner. RLNC is known to be asymptotically rate-optimal,
i.e., it achieves the max-flow capacity when the size of the
arithmetic field used for coding goes to infinity.
However, an important drawback of RLNC is complex-
ity. Decoding of RLNC, performed on M source packets
each with K symbols from a finite field of size q, Fq,
requires the solution of a linear system of equations in
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M unknowns, which requires O(M3 + M2K) operations
for unstructured matrices, e.g., via Gaussian elimination
(GE). For some scenarios wherein nodes have limited
computing capability and battery power, this computa-
tional cost may be prohibitively high. Moreover, the rate
optimality of RLNC relies on a sufficiently large field size,
which, as a consequence, requires a larger packet header
to carry coding vectors as well as more computational
resources when performing finite field arithmetic (for
example, larger look-up tables may be needed to speed up
multiplication [6]). On the other hand, when the field size
is small, for example, q = 2 (i.e., binary), the achieved rate
using RLNC can be much lower than the max-flow capac-
ity, especially when the number of source packets is also
small.
In this paper, we propose a systematic network cod-
ing method for networks with one or more parallel paths
of two-hop lossy links. The proposed scheme possesses
similar rate performance as RLNC but at significantly
lower encoding/decoding computational cost. The pro-
posed scheme first sends uncoded packets in their original
order and then sends a potentially unlimited number
of coded packets using RLNC. Combined with the pro-
posed re-encoding strategy at the intermediate nodes,
which forwards received uncoded packets or else per-
forms RLNC, the scheme will be shown to achieve higher
rate than RLNC and require less computation. In appli-
cations where the field size and the number of source
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packets are not very large, the improvement of the pro-
posed scheme over using RLNC is significant.
The transmission scheme where a source node sends
uncoded packets first and then sends coded packets has
recently appeared in the literature for one-hop links.
For example, in [7–9], the benefits of reducing decod-
ing complexity and completion time are explored. For the
single-path two-hop link, a scheme is presented in [10]
(Section 3.2) in which fountain-coded packets (e.g., using
LT codes [11]) are transmitted in the first hop; the inter-
mediate node forwards the received packets from the first
hop and sends some re-encoded packets from the buffer
after forwarding. The method is studied from a coding
theory point of view in the asymptotic regime. In [12], a
scheme with a similar transmission strategy in the first
hop as ours is proposed. However, the method in [12]
assumes a direct link between the source and destination
nodes and only sends coded packets from the buffer on
the second hop after all uncoded packets are transmitted
and does not make use of possible transmission oppor-
tunities on the second hop before uncoded packets are
finished. Therefore, the achievable rate of the scheme in
[12] is strictly lower than themax-flow capacity of the link.
A particular application example of the proposed
method is WiFi offloading [13]. WiFi offloading is an effi-
cient way to address the rapid increase in data traffic
that poses great challenges to current cellular networks.
A notable cause is video streaming to smart phones and
tablets. An offloading path may be established via a WiFi
access point (AP) to transmit packets from the packet
data network gateway (GW) to the user equipment (UE),
forming a two-hop lossy path. A parallel path going from
GW to UE via base-station (BS), which also forms a
two-hop lossy path, may or may not be available simulta-
neously. The multi-path TCP (MPTCP) [14, 15] protocol
can be used to seamlessly establish/close the two-hop
connections. In [16], it has been shown that incorporat-
ing RLNC with MPTCP may achieve higher throughput
than MPTCP without network coding when links are
lossy. The “seen packet” concept proposed in [17] can be
used to address the compatibility issue of network coding
with TCP.
This paper considers systematic network coding in two
scenarios. First, we consider transmission over a single
two-hop link. We prove that the proposed systematic net-
work coding outperforms RLNC in terms of both end-to-
end rate and encoding/decoding costs. An analysis based
on finite absorbing Markov chains is provided to statis-
tically characterize the end-to-end rate of transmission.
Second, we consider the case where two parallel paths
can be used to speed up the transmission. In this case,
packets are sent from the source node to the destination
node over two parallel two-hop links simultaneously. We
show that the proposed scheme again outperforms RLNC.
We formulate a packet allocation problem to schedule the
transmission of uncoded packets among the two paths
such that the expected end-to-end rate is maximized with
minimized decoding cost.
We remark that although the proposed method per-
forms better than RLNC, RLNC is rate optimal for mul-
ticasting in unknown network topologies. In other words,
the benefits of the proposed method in the paper come
from exploiting the known topology. To reduce com-
plexity of RLNC in networks with unknown or complex
topologies, other approaches such as generation-based
network coding [18–24] may be used.
2 Systemmodel
2.1 Transmission model
Suppose that a source node, denoted as S, has M data
packets S = {s1, s2, . . . , sM} to send to a destination node
D. Each packet consists of K symbols from Fq. Separate
source and channel coding are assumed. Source packets
are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) to max-
imize the information rate. The transmission may involve
two paths as shown in Fig. 1; each is a two-hop lossy link.
We use S-A-D and S-B-D to refer to the two two-hop links
through the two intermediate nodes A and B, respectively.
We assume that A and B operate in the half-duplex
mode. Transmission occurs successively on the two hops
of each path and the two successive transmissions are
referred to as a use of the path. Let rate R1 define the
number of packets that are sent on S-A or A-D per use
of S-A-D, and let R2 define the number of packets that
are sent on S-B or B-D per use of S-B-D. Given the rates
R1 and R2, let 1, 2, δ1 and δ2 denote the corresponding
packet loss probabilities on links S-A, A-D, S-B and B-D,
respectively. The max-flow capacities of the parallel two
paths can then be expressed as C1 = R1 (1 − max {1, 2})
andC2 = R2(1−max{δ1, δ2}) packets per path use, respec-
tively. A network use refers to using each path once. The
max-flow capacity of the network is then C1 + C2 packets
per network use.
Throughout transmission, we assume that no feedback
is available between nodes to indicate loss/reception of
packets except that D can immediately inform S, A, and
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Fig. 1 Network topology
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source packets. We denote the number of network uses
that are needed by D to complete decoding of all pack-
ets as the completion time of the transmission, T. The
end-to-end rate, R = MT .
2.2 Random linear network coding
In the RLNC scheme, S always sends random linear com-
binations of source packets while A and B send random
linear combinations of packets in their buffers, respec-
tively. The received packets at D are in the form of r =∑M
i=1 gisi, where gi is a random coding coefficient chosen
from Fq. The vector [g1, . . . , gM] is referred to as the codin
g vector of r. D does not need to distinguish whether the
received packets are from A or B.
Suppose that N packets r1, r2, . . . , rN are received. The
recovery of source packets corresponds to solving the
linear system of equations⎡
⎢⎣
g1,1 · · · g1,M
... . . .
...

















where the matrix on the left-hand side is referred to as
the decodingmatrix, whose rows comprise the coding vec-
tors of the received packets, and the N × K right-hand
side matrix comprises the coded source symbols of the
received packets. An innovative packet refers to a received
packet whose coding vector is not in the span of the cod-
ing vectors of all previously received packets. Decoding
is only possible if M innovative packets are received, i.e.,
when the decoding matrix is full rank. As the decod-
ing matrix in (1) is unstructured for RLNC, O(M3 +
M2K) operations are required for GE over the finite field,
where an operation refers to amultiply-and-add finite field
operation. If F2 is used, all operations reduce to taking
exclusive-or’s (XORs).
RLNC is capacity achieving in the asymptotic regime; it
achieves the minimum expected completion time Tmin =
M
C1+C2 whenM and q are arbitrarily large [5].
2.3 Systematic 2-hop network coding
The proposed scheme, systematic 2-hop network coding
(S2HNC), for the network topology of Fig. 1 refers to
where the first M1 and M2 packets sent from S to A and
B, respectively, are uncoded source packets. After that,
RLNC-coded packets (i.e., random linear combinations of
packets) are sent until D successfully decodes allM source
packets. At both A and B, every received packet is stored
in a buffer. If A or B receives an uncoded packet, the
packet is forwarded to D; if no packet is received or the
received packet is RLNC coded, a RLNC packet is gener-
ated from the buffer for transmission to D. The ordered
pair (M1,M2) denotes an uncoded packet allocation of the
S2HNC scheme; different choices of (M1,M2) result in
different performances as we will show. The decoding at
D is similar to that of RLNC except that some received
packets may be uncoded, which means that some rows in
the decoding matrix are singleton, i.e., contain only one
nonzero element.
3 S2HNC for two-hop lossy transmission
We now consider using only one path for transmission of
M source packets. Packets from S are all sent to D via A
where the loss probabilities of the two hops are 1 and 2,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. We analyze the expected
end-to-end rates of S2HNC and RLNC and show that
the rate of S2HNC is always higher than that of RLNC,
while the required decoding cost of S2HNC is lower. For
ease of exposition, we analyze the expected completion
times of the two schemes. The end-to-end rate is inversely
proportional to the completion time.
3.1 Expected completion time of S2HNC
It is known that asM gets large, RLNC achieves the max-
flow capacity of the network [5]. In practice, however,
where M may not be large, we would experience some
loss in the end-to-end rate. In this section, we employ a
Markov chain model to calculate the expected completion
time of S2HNC in the small M regime for given link era-
sure rates. In [25], a Markov chain model is proposed to
analyze the two-hop network-coded transmission, where
RLNC of infinite field size is assumed. In the follow-
ing, we use a similar approach but applied to finite field
sizes.
We use Markov chains C1 and C2 to characterize
the process of D collecting innovative packets. The one
denoted as C1 is for the period of time when S is send-
ing uncoded packets and the other one, C2, is for when
S is sending coded packets. The state spaces of the two
Markov chains are the same and can be expressed in a
two-tuple state, (k, r), where k and r represent the num-
bers of innovative packets received by A and D at the
beginning of each S-A transmission, respectively. The
state transitions that may occur at each step is shown in
Fig. 2. It is noted that r ≤ k because D cannot receivemore
information than A at any time. This results in a total of
n = (M+1)(M+2)2 two-tuple states.
(k,r) (k,r+1) (k+1,r) (k+1,r+1)
Fig. 2 Possible state transitions of the Markov chain model
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When S transmits uncoded packets, the probability that
k increases by 1 after a network use is pk→k+1 = 1 − 1
for k < M, i.e., a successful transmission on S-A and 0 for
k = M. The increment of r is dependent on k’s evolution.
For k < M, we have pr→r+1|k→k+1 = 1− 2 for a success-





a successful transmission of an innovative packet coded
from A’s buffer. The term 1qk−r is the probability that a uni-
formly distributed random k-dimensional vector over Fq
lies in the span of r linearly independent k-dimensional
vectors. For k = M, we have pr→r+1|k→k = (1 − 2)(
1 − 1qM−r
)
. The evolution of (k, r) for C1 can then be
characterized. Denoting p(k,r)→(k+1,r+1) as the probability
that k and r are each increased by 1 after a network use, it
is seen that it is equal to pk→k+1pr→r+1|k→k+1 for r ≤ k <
M. Similarly, we can obtain p(k,r)→(k,r), p(k,r)→(k+1,r), and
p(k,r)→(k,r+1).
When S starts sending coded packets, the transition
probabilities change as follows: when in state (k, r), k is




for k ≤ M. When k < M, the probability that r increases









, where the term 1qk+1−r is due to
one more innovative packet received at A before it gen-





. With the above probabilities, we
can obtain p(k,r)→(k,r), p(k,r)→(k+1,r), p(k,r)→(k,r+1), and
p(k,r)→(k+1,r+1) for C2. Expressions for the transition
probabilities of C1 and C2 are provided in Appendix 1.
The calculation of the expected completion time of
S2HNC consists of determining the state of C1 after
exactly M steps (i.e., M network uses) starting from
(0, 0) and the expected number of additional steps that
are needed for C2 to transit from that state to (M,M).
To simplify the computation, we label each two-tuple
state with a single index. We order the states as (0, 0),
(1, 0), (1, 1), (2, 0), (2, 1), . . ., (M,M − 1), (M,M), and
we label state (k, r) using index i = k(k+1)2 + r,
i.e., we relabel states as 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . instead of (0, 0),
(1, 0), (1, 1), (2, 0), . . .. Below, we will interchangeably
use i or (k, r) to refer to a two-tuple state. A con-
sequence of this labeling choice is that state i cannot
transit to a state j < i. With this notation, we can
express the transition matrix of C1 as 1, which is an
upper-triangular matrix with elements π1ij denoting the
probability of transition from state i to j. Similarly, the
transition probabilities of C2 form the state transition
matrix 2.
AfterM steps starting from (0, 0) with transition matrix
1, the probability that the system is in state i is equal





row vector with all-zero elements
except the first element being a 1. The probability vector
e1nM1 is the “input” of C2, which is an absorbing Markov
chain in which (M,M) is the only absorbing state. It is




, i = 1, 2, respectively. Q1 and Q2 are each of
size t × t; t = n − 1 is the number of transient states.
The expected number of steps, M, that is needed by C2
to enter the absorbing state given e1nM1 as the initial
probability vector of states is [26]
M = e1tQM1 (It − Q2)−11t , (2)
where It is a t × t identity matrix and 1t is a length-
t column vector whose entries are all 1. The expected
completion time of S2HNC is then
E{T} = M + M. (3)
We note that the cost of computing the expected com-
pletion time from (2) could be high for large M, even
though that Q1 and Q2 are very sparse. For example,
the computation of M for M = 500 involves matri-
ces Q1 and Q2 that each of dimension 125,750. How-
ever, since S2HNC asymptotically achieves the max-flow
capacity for large M, we only require the above calcula-
tion of expected completion time for small M, which is
feasible.
Note that the above analysis includes the calculation
of expected time for RLNC scheme as a special case,
in which no uncoded packets are sent and C2 with ini-
tial state (0, 0) characterizes the whole transmission pro-
cess. For RLNC, the expected number of steps before
the process entering the absorbing state is then equal
to e1t(It − Q2)−11t .
The variances of the completion time can also be
obtained. Note that the initial state probabilities of C2
are e1nM1 for S2HNC and are e1n for RLNC. Let N =
(It − Q2)−1; we have [26]
Var{T} = v(2N − It)N1t − (vN1t)2, (4)
where v is e1tQM1 for S2HNC and v is e1t for RLNC.
3.2 Advantage in end-to-end rate
Based on the above analysis, we next establish that
S2HNC has a shorter expected completion time and
therefore achieves higher end-to-end rate than RLNC.We
achieve this by comparing the probability that a received
packet is innovative for D using S2HNC or RLNC. S2HNC
will be shown to have a larger such probability at any time
than RLNC.
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Since S2HNC has the same behavior (which is char-
acterized by the Markov chain C2) as RLNC after M
transmissions from S, we only need to compare the two
schemes during the firstM transmissions from S.We con-
sider S2HNC first. Recall that for the state (k, r), k and r
denote the numbers of innovative packets that have been
received by A and D at the beginning of each S-A trans-
mission, r ≤ k. During the first M transmissions from S,
the probability that D receives an innovative packet after
two successive transmissions on S-A and A-D is equal to
pS2HNC(k, r) = (1 − 2)
[








which corresponds to when an uncoded packet is success-
fully forwarded (which is innovative for D with probability
1) or when the coded packet from the k innovative packets
at A is innovative for D.
Now, consider the RLNC scheme. For the same k and r,
the probability that a new innovative packet is received by
D after two successive transmissions on S-A and A-D is
equal to







































corresponds to when the coded packet sent
from A is innovative for D when a packet was successfully
received by A.



















3.3 Advantage in decoding complexity
ForM source packets, it is expected thatMu = (1 − 1)×
(1 − 2)M uncoded packets are received by D using
S2HNC. Therefore, S2HNC only needs to decode the
remaining M − Mu packets from RLNC-coded packets
using GE. For K  M, the number of operations that are
needed using GE is approximately M2K for RLNC and is
(M−Mu)2K for S2HNC. This corresponds to a savings of




is a considerable saving compared to RLNC when 1 and
2 are small as in many system scenarios encountered in
practice.
4 S2HNC for parallel two-hop transmission
In this section, we extend the results from a single-path to
a parallel-path scenario.We quantify the S2HNC scheme’s
savings in the expected completion time and the amount
of computation over that of RLNC, as a function of given
packet loss probabilities.
4.1 Completion time
Lemma 1. A necessary condition for S2HNC to achieve
a shorter expected completion time than RLNC is that the
transmitted uncoded packets on the two paths be distinct.
Proof. LetM1 andM2 be the numbers of packets trans-
mitted on the two paths, respectively. AnyM = M1 + M2
received RLNC packets at D are mutually linearly inde-
pendent as q → ∞. Therefore, the RLNC scheme is
expected to finish at Tmin = MC1+C2 with (R1 + R2)Tmin
packets sent from S as q → ∞ [5]. Now, assume that the
same number of packets are sent from S using S2HNC,
among which there are M1 + M2 uncoded packets. At D,
this results inMu = (1−1)(1−2)M1+(1−δ1)(1−δ2)M2
expected number of uncoded packets andM − Mu coded
packets. As q → ∞, decoding is successful if and only
if the Mu uncoded packets are distinct. However, if any
uncoded packet is sent more than once, then there is a
constant probability (depending on packet loss probabili-
ties but not on q) that would not decrease to zero as q →
∞ that an uncoded packet is received more than once at
D, i.e., the probability that theMu packets are distinct does
not approach zero as q → ∞, resulting in a non-zero
decoding failure probability at Tmin. The expected com-
pletion time of such a S2HNC scheme cannot be shorter
than that of RLNC.
Theorem 1. Any S2HNC-uncoded packet allocation
with distinct uncoded packets transmitted on the two
paths has shorter expected completion time than the RLNC
scheme.
Proof. See Appendix 2.
In the sequel, S2HNC is fashioned to send distinct
uncoded packets on the two paths. Note that Theorem 1
holds regardless of the values of M, q and the packet
loss probabilities of the links. RLNC’s minimum comple-
tion time is achieved asymptotically as q → ∞. In the
finite regime when q may be small, S2HNC has a shorter
expected completion time.
Corollary 1. The allocation (M1,M2) that results in the
greatest expected number of uncoded packets received at
D has the shortest expected completion time among all
S2HNC-uncoded packet allocations.
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Fig. 3 End-to-end rate and decoding complexity for 1 = 0.05, 2 = 0.2
Proof. The proof follows straightforwardly from the
proof of Theorem 1, in which it is shown that any
received uncoded packet at D is innovative with a higher
probability compared to that if a coded packet were
received.
4.2 Computational cost and uncoded packet allocation
Depending on howmany uncoded packets are received by
D, S2HNC exhibits a different computational cost com-
pared to that of RLNC. Assume thatMu uncoded packets
are received, then D needs to decode only the remaining
M−Mu RLNC-coded packets. This corresponds to a com-
putational savings by a factor of M2
(M−Mu)2 in solving the
linear system of equations.
To reduce computational cost, we can maximize Mu.
Based on Corollary 1, maximizing Mu results in an
uncoded packet allocation that achieves the minimum
expected co mpletion time. The maximization can be for-
mulated as an optimization problem in the variables M1
and M2. The optimization, however, requires knowledge
of the link parameters R1, R2, 1, 2, δ1, and δ2. The
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Fig. 4 End-to-end rate and decoding complexity for 1 = 0.2, 2 = 0.05
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Fig. 5 End-to-end rate and decoding complexity for 1 = 2 = 0.8
maximize
M1,M2
(1 − 1)(1 − 2)M1 + (1 − δ1)(1 − δ2)M2
subject to M1 + M2 ≤ M
M1
R1
≤ MC1 + C2
M2
R2
≤ MC1 + C2
M1,M2 ∈ Z∗,
(7)
where the first constraint ensures that at most M distinct
uncoded packets are sent and the next two constraints
ensure that uncoded packets on either path be transmit-
ted within the first Tmin network uses. These constraints
arise to avoid uncoded packets being “over-allocated” to
either path and ensure that all distinct uncoded packets be
transmitted before D finishes decoding.
We observe thatM1 + M2 = M always holds according
to Corollary 1, because S has to send at least M packets
and that sending distinct uncoded packets is always supe-
rior to sending coded ones. We can therefore solve (7) and
obtainM1 in closed form as
M1 =
{
 MR1C1+C2 	 (1 − 1)(1 − 2) >(1 − δ1)(1 − δ2)
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Fig. 6 Comparison of S2HNC and RLNC for smallM, 1 = 0.05, 2 = 0.2















Fig. 7 Expected completion times scaled by standard deviations of S2HNC and RLNC for smallM, 1 = 0.05, 2 = 0.2
and M2 = M − M1, where ·	 is the floor function. The
solution corresponds to that one of the second and the
third inequalities of (7) achieves equality.
With M1 and M2 as above, S can choose any dis-
joint subsets of source packets of sizes M1 and M2
as the initially transmitted packets on S-A and S-B,
respectively.
5 Numerical and simulation results
In this section we simulate the performance of S2HNC
and compare it with that of RLNC in the one-path and
two-path scenarios. The simulations use K = 8192 bits
per packet and coding is performed in F2 = {0, 1}. Each
simulated curve represents averaging over 10,000 Monte
Carlo trials. We count the number of operations, Nops,
that are needed to recover all the data in the trials. The
computational cost measure we use is the average num-
ber of operations per bit for successful decoding, which is
equal to NopsMK .
We first consider the single-path case. We compare
S2HNC with RLNC in the cases where 1 = 0.05, 2 = 0.2












Fig. 8 Rate of using RLNC and S2HNC as a function of the number of source packets,M, for several uncoded packet allocation schemes, and R1 = 1,
R2 = 2, 1 = 0.01, 2 = 0.05, δ1 = 0.01, δ2 = 0.1












Fig. 9 Computational costs of using RLNC and S2HNC as a function of number of source packets,M, for several uncoded packet allocation schemes,
and R1 = 1, R2 = 2, 1 = 0.01, 2 = 0.05, δ1 = 0.01, δ2 = 0.1
quality of the first hop is better and worse than that of
the second hop, respectively. Themax-flow capacity of the
two-hop link is 0.8 packets per network use for both cases.
The number of packets varies fromM = 10 to 1000.
The rate and complexity performances are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. Clearly, the rate of S2HNC is always higher,
even though the gap narrows and both schemes approach
capacity as M increases. The lower decoding complexity
of S2HNC is quite obvious. It is seen that the rate improve-
ment of S2HNC is more significant in Fig. 3. This is not
surprising since more uncoded packets are received at A
when the first hop link is better and packets are always
innovative for D when using S2HNC. On the other hand,
if the first hop is worse, S2HNC resembles RLNC at A
because more coded packets would be sent. In practice,
the former case is commonly found in applications such
as WiFi offloading, where the first hop is the link from
a packet gateway to either a WiFi access point or base
station.
We note that when the link quality is poor, i.e., the era-
sure rates of S-A and A-D are high, the performance gap
between S2HNC and RLNC shrinks. An example of this
is shown in Fig. 5, where the two hops have equal era-
sure probability 0.8 and the performances of S2HNC and
Table 1 Optimized uncoded packet allocations for R1 = 1, R2 = 2,
1 = 0.01, 2 = 0.05, δ1 = 0.01, δ2 = 0.1, as a function of the
number of source packets,M
M 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
M1 7 14 21 29 36 43 50 58 65 72
M2 13 26 39 51 64 77 90 102 115 128
RLNC are almost identical. This is anticipated because
the advantage of S2HNC comes from its use of uncoded
packets, which are innovative for downstream nodes
with probability one while requiring no decoding. As
an extreme case when links are highly lossy, very few
uncoded packets would be received and S2HNC reduces
to RLNC.
We observe above the expected result that both S2HNC
and RLNC approach link capacity as M increases. How-
ever, when M is small, they perform far below capacity.
We further investigate this in Fig. 6, where the rates and
computational costs of the two schemes at small numbers
of packets M = 10 to 100 are compared. As a compar-
ison point with an established sparse coding method, in
this scenario, we also include a simulation of the LT code
proposed in [10]. A simulation of the LT-coded scheme
proposed in [10] is included, where LT-coded packets are
transmitted from S, and A either forwards successfully
received packets or generates RLNC-re-encoded packets
from its buffer. Here, the decoding of LT-coded pack-
ets is done by inactivation decoding [27], which finishes
at the first instance that a full-rank decoding matrix is
received, i.e., the achievable rate of the LT-coded scheme
is maximized in the plot. In the low M and q regime, the
rate improvement of S2HNC over the other two schemes
is quite obvious. The LT-coded scheme has the lowest
complexity due to its sparse nature but has the lowest rate.
The expected rates, M/E{T}, of S2HNC and RLNC
are also provided in Fig. 6, where the expected comple-
tion times are calculated using the analysis results. The
analytical rates match simulations closely. Figure 7 plots
σ/E{T} for the M’s, where σ is the standard deviation

















Fig. 10 Rate of using RLNC and S2HNC as a function of the number of source packets,M, for several uncoded packet allocation schemes, and
R1 = 1, R2 = 2, 1 = 0.01, 2 = 0.05, δ1 = 0.1, δ2 = 0.01
(i.e., square root of the variance) of the completion time.
We show both analytical results calculated using (4) and
the simulated results. From Fig. 7, it is seen that the
standard deviations of the completion times of the dif-
ferent methods are comparable and small relative to the
completion times themselves, confirming that S2HNC’s
rate does not vary significantly and is at least that
of RLNC.
We now compare the performances of RLNC and
S2HNC for the parallel-path scenario. The first set of
network parameters for simulations are R1 = 1, R2 = 2,
1 = 0.01, 2 = 0.05, δ1 = 0.01, and δ2 = 0.1. In
Figs. 8 and 9, we show the averaged end-to-end rate and
computational cost of the two schemes, respectively. The
uncoded packet allocation solutions of (7) for some M’s
are given in Table 1. In addition to the optimized allo-
cation obtained by solving (7), for comparison, we also
include two other allocations, namely all-via-A and all-
via-B in which uncoded packets are only sent to A and












Fig. 11 Computational costs of using RLNC and S2HNC as a function of the number of source packets,M, for several uncoded packet allocation
schemes, and R1 = 1, R2 = 2, 1 = 0.01, 2 = 0.05, δ1 = 0.1, δ2 = 0.01















Fig. 12 Rate of using RLNC and S2HNC as a function of number of source packets,M, for several uncoded packet allocation schemes, and R1 = 1,
R2 = 4, 1 = 0.01, 2 = 0.5, δ1 = 0.01, δ2 = 0.01
is equivalent to achieving the max-flow capacity between
S and D, which is equal to C1 + C2 = 2.75 packets per
network use for the parameters used.
It is clear that S2HNC when using any of the allocations
achieves a higher end-to-end rate than RLNC. Although
the gap decreases asM increases, the rate improvement is
considerable for smallM. As expected, RLNC requires the
most computations in decoding. Different allocations of
uncoded packets result in different computational costs.
The optimized allocation results in the least computa-
tional cost and a significant saving in computational cost
compared to RLNC is obtained. In Figs. 10 and 11, we
show the results for the same set of parameters except
that we exchange erasure probabilities of the two hops of
S-B-D. The optimized allocation in this case is the same

















Fig. 13 Computational costs of using RLNC and S2HNC as a function of number of source packets,M, for several uncoded packet allocation
schemes, and R1 = 1, R2 = 4, 1 = 0.01, 2 = 0.5, δ1 = 0.01, δ2 = 0.05
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ment slightly shrinks because the first hop of S-B-D is
worse.
It is illustrative to present simulation results for a differ-
ent set of parameter values R1 = 1, R2 = 4, 1 = 0.01,
2 = 0.5, δ1 = 0.01, and δ2 = 0.05, which corresponds
to having one lower quality path in terms of both trans-
mission rate and packet loss rate. The max-flow capacity
of the scenario is C1 + C2 = 4.3 packets per network use.
The achieved rates and required computational costs of
using RLNC and S2HNC with different uncoded packet
allocations are shown in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively.
Again, all S2HNC schemes achieve higher rates and lower
computational costs than RLNC.
Since the S-B-D path has a higher rate and better quality
than S-A-D in this scenario, we expect the all-via-B alloca-
tions to have performances close to that of the optimized
allocation. The optimal allocation solution is provided in
Table 2, where most of the uncoded packets are allocated
to the S-B-D path. In Fig. 12, the achieved rates of all-via-B
and optimized allocations are almost the same. However,
it is seen in Fig. 13 that the two allocations have differences
in computational costs at the receiver.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a systematic network coding
method for transmission over single or parallel two-hop
lossy links. For these network topologies, we showed that
it is not necessary to perform the high-complexity random
linear network coding in order to approach the max-flow
capacity. Sending all the uncoded packets first is shown
to be advantageous compared to sending randomly coded
packets all of the time.
Compared to random linear network coding, which
is capacity achieving for large numbers of source pack-
ets and sufficiently large finite field sizes, the proposed
scheme is observed to provide better performance in
terms of both end-to-end rate and decoding complex-
ity. The improvement is appreciable when the number of
source packets is small and the binary field is used. A par-
ticular interesting application of this operating condition
is WiFi offloading, where frequent transmissions of small
numbers of data packets are common.
It is noted that the proposed technique may be directly
extended to networks that contain more parallel paths
and/or more than two hops. The extension, however, is
left for future work.
Table 2 Optimized uncoded packet allocations for R1 = 1, R2 = 4,
1 = 0.01, 2 = 0.5, δ1 = 0.01, δ2 = 0.05, as a function of number
of source packets,M
M 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
M1 2 3 5 6 7 9 10 12 13 14
M2 18 37 55 74 93 111 130 148 167 186
Appendix
Appendix 1: transition probabilities of the Markov chains
modeling S2HNC
For the period of time when S is sending uncoded packets,
we have the following transition probabilities for different
combinations of (k, r) in Markov chain C1. We have
p(0,0)→(0,0) = 1, (9)
p(0,0)→(0,1) = 0, (10)
p(0,0)→(1,0) = (1 − 1)2, (11)
p(0,0)→(1,1) = (1 − 1)(1 − 2), (12)
for k = r = 0.
For k ≥ 1 and r < k < M,
p(k,r)→(k,r) = 1
(












p(k,r)→(k+1,r) = (1 − 1)2, (15)
p(k,r)→(k+1,r+1) = (1 − 1)(1 − 2). (16)
For k ≥ 1 and r = k < M,
p(k,r)→(k,r) = 1, (17)
p(k,r)→(k,r+1) = 0, (18)
p(k,r)→(k+1,r) = (1 − 1)2, (19)
p(k,r)→(k+1,r+1) = (1 − 1)(1 − 2). (20)
and for r < k = M,











p(k,r)→(k+1,r) = 0, (23)
p(k,r)→(k+1,r+1) = 0. (24)
For the period of time when S is sending coded packets,
i.e., for Markov chain C2, we have
p(0,0)→(0,0) = 1 + (1 − 1) 1qM , (25)
p(0,0)→(0,1) = 0, (26)




2 + (1 − 2)1q
)
(27)









for k = r = 0.
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For k ≥ 1 and r < k < M,
p(k,r)→(k,r) =
(


















































For k ≥ 1 and r = k < M,
p(k,r)→(k,r) = 1 + (1 − 1) q
k
qM , (33)
p(k,r)→(k,r+1) = 0, (34)


























and for r < k = M,











p(k,r)→(k+1,r) = 0, (39)
p(k,r)→(k+1,r+1) = 0. (40)
Appendix 2: proof of Theorem 1
We prove the theorem by examining the probability that
a received packet at D is innovative with respect to (w.r.t.)
previously received packets. S2HNCwill be shown to have
a larger such probability at any time than RLNC. The com-
pletion time is inversely proportional to this probability
because the process of D collecting innovative packets is
Markovian, i.e., the probability whether a received packet
is innovative only depends on the number of innovative
packets that D has received so far.








network uses, packets transmitted on
paths S-A and S-B are all distinct uncoded packets. The
information flows on the two paths are therefore indepen-
dent. Using the results from Section 3, it is clear that on
either path, using S2HNC will result in more innovative
packets at D than using RLNC after T1 network uses.








one of the paths will be transmitting RLNC packets coded
over the M source packets while the other one is trans-
mitting uncoded packets. Without loss of generality, we
assume that S-A is the one transmitting RLNC packets,
i.e., M1R1 <
M2
R2 . Now, the proof reduces to showing that
transmitting uncoded packets on S-B while transmitting
RLNC-coded packets on S-A is indeed beneficial com-
pared to transmitting RLNC-coded packets on both S-B
and S-A.
Let r(T1)1 and r
(T1)
2 denote the numbers of innovative
packets that have been received by D through S-A-D and
S-B-D after T1 network uses, respectively. Let r(t)1 and
r(t)2 denote the numbers of innovative packets that are
received through S-A-D and S-B-D during (T1, t), T1 ≤
t ≤ T2. A newly received packet after t network uses is
innovative if and only if it is linearly independent w.r.t. all
the r(T1)1 + r(T1)2 + r(t)1 + r(t)2 packets. For a given number of
innovative packets at B, if S-B was unsuccessful, the prob-
ability that D receives an innovative packet from B in the
next transmission is the same using S2HNC or RLNC. If
S-B was successful when using S2HNC, however, a new
uncoded packet would be received by B. This packet is
innovative with probability 1 w.r.t. the previously received
innovative packets at B (which are uncoded) and is also
innovative w.r.t. the r(T1)1 , r
(T1)
2 , and r
(t)
2 innovative packets
that had been received at D because those r(T1)1 +r(T1)2 +r(t)2
packets are in the span of the other distinct uncoded pack-
ets. The forwarded uncoded packet is non-innovative if
and only if it is in the span of the r(t)1 RLNC packets. The
probability of such event is no larger than that when using
RLNC because a RLNC-coded packet may also be in the
span of the other r(T1)1 +r(T1)2 +r(t)2 packets. Again, uncoded
packets are innovative for B with probability 1 and there-
fore B collects more innovative packets than the RLNC
scheme. Therefore, transmitting uncoded packets on S-B
is advantageous.
Therefore, in the first T2 network uses, S2HNC always
results in more innovative packets at A, B, and D com-
pared to RLNC. After T2, S2HNC and RLNC have the
same behavior. Altogether, S2HNC achieves a shorter
completion time.
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